Development of libraries is closely linked to and depends on the development of its parent organization, the university. The expansion of university education and the establishment of universities to cater to the needs of those seeking higher education had a tremendous impact on the development and services provided by the libraries. The expansion of libraries under different time periods, Collection development, Staff structure & staff training, Library governance, and Automation of library operations since the inception of the University of Ceylon in 1942 are discussed.
Establishment of University of Ceylon:
The initial step to establish an autonomous university came with the Buchanan-Riddell commission report published in January 1929 which is considered as one of the most important state papers in the history of higher education in Sri Lanka. It not only outlined the steps necessary to establish a unitary and residential university at a site near Kandy but also prepared a draft constitution for such a university which greatly influenced the 1942 constitution of the University of Ceylon.
By this time a well developed primary and secondary education system was in place, and professional and technical education at a post-secondary level had been established earlier. These institutions were all state controlled and financed. Therefore, post-secondary education and university education was very much the apex of a solid pyramid.
University of Ceylon was established in 1942, incorporating the Ceylon Medical
College, and the Ceylon University College and remained as the only institution of University rank until 1958. The university was to be located at Peradeniya, as a residential university, and several buildings complexes were needed before the university could be shifted to new premises. The move to Peradeniya was done in several stages. By 1952 faculties of Arts, Oriental Studies Agriculture, Veterinary sciences and Laws were moved to Peradeniya.
Later faculty of Science and Engineering was shifted but Medical faculty remained in Colombo due to the need for hospital facilities.
Development of university libraries:
Development of a library is closely associated with the development of the parent organization of which it forms a part. The importance of a university library is shown in the report of the University Grants Committee of Great Britain, 1921 (cited in Goonethileke, 1975 :
"The character and efficiency of a university may be gauged by the treatment of its central organ, the Library. An adequate Library is not only the basis of all teaching and study; it is the essential condition of research without which additions cannot be made to the sum of human knowledge."
The changes taking place at various stages in the evolution of the present university system had a huge impact on the development of libraries. Four distinct periods of development could be identified in the development of libraries: i. University College 1921 College -1942  ii. University of Ceylon 1942 Ceylon -1958  iii. In 1952 the last year of his service the collection had 80,000 items, and the allocation had increased from Rs. 750 to Rs. 150,000 per annum. Former librarian of Peradeniya University Mr. Senadeera describes him thus: "Mr.
Enright also had a lofty concept of duty which helped him maintain a high level of library service". At the formative years, the university of Ceylon library was fortunate in having a committed, dedicated librarian who had a vision of providing a high quality service to the community.
University of Ceylon 1942 -1958:
According to Jennings there was an acute shortage of materials in the library and the vote for library books was increased to Rs. 125,000 when the University of Ceylon was established. After 21 years of University College the library had only 30,000 volumes but within seven years it was doubled and the library was acquiring materials at the rate of 10,000 volumes per year. The plans were that library building could accommodate 500,000 volumes.
According to Jennings opportunities for research was limited because of the small collections, and "it was possible to undertake the sort of research which is often known as 'interpretation', the re-assembly of known material in such a way as to lead to new conclusions, but even this may require a large library." (2005, p.104) Jennings also talks of "our cultural heritage" and he felt that this knowledge should be made available to undergraduates and graduates. He strived to get the Archives allocated to Peradeniya and had space reserved for it, however his idea was not favoured by the then Government, for reasons which Jennings believe is superfluous. If he was able to get a decision is his favour the history of the Peradeniya library would have taken a different turn. The graduates and graduates of other universities were allowed reference facilities after paying an annual registration fee of Rs. 10. Rules and regulations with regard to borrowing facilities, fines for overdue books, behavior inside the library was in place at this time.
Period from 1958 to 1972:
There was an unprecedented expansion of universities without proper evaluation during this period. The introduction of the Free Education bill in 1944 which changed the medium of instruction in schools to Sinhala and Tamil had a tremendous impact on the education of the population. With the change of the new government in 1956, the university was being pressed with regard to two issues; an increase in the intake of students -especially in the arts and social sciences -and a change in the medium of instruction from English to Sinhala and Tamil. As a quick solution to these problems, universities were established by upgrading institutes of higher learning already existed and all these institutes had substantive collections which formed the nucleus of its library collections. (1974) The Vidyalankara and Vidyodaya Pirivena's were two seats of highest Buddhist learning which preserved the local literary traditions. Both these institutions had very rich and rare collections on Buddhism, Buddhist studies, Pali, Sanskrit, history and oriental studies. At the beginning the Vidyalankara and Vidyodaya universities admitted only male students.
At the beginning, the library of the Vidyalankara pirivena was housed in a small building which was known as the 'Poya ge' at the Pirivena premises, and there were 15,000 books, and manuscripts in the collection. Later, 4,000 materials were added (University of Kelaniya, news letter). Bonny further states that the book stock of both Vidyodaya and Vidyalankara universities were 13,000 each but the annual allocation was Rs. 75,000 and Rs. 50,000 respectively. Both libraries had acute accommodation problems, and the Vidayalankara university library access was given only to the final year students. However, he mentions that Vidyalankara library had a well catalogued (dictionary) and classified library. They also used Browne system for circulation. At the time, disbursement of funds of the government grant was done on the basis of the preceding year's grant adjusted upwards for some inflation, salary increments and new posts approved. There were no approved formulae for allocating funds to the different faculties and the library. The library allocation which forms a part of the capital allocation was not diverted in a fair manner.
In some years the librarians have complained of a scarcity of funds for books and periodicals while the funds received from the Treasury has been accumulated unspent. He questions as why such large amounts of money were left to be accumulated rather than spending them on acquisition of materials for the library. (Kalpage, 1988) The problems recognized by librarians inhibiting the development of university libraries were identified as lack of adequate space, shortage of trained staff, the absence of modern technology and inadequate funds. Some important decisions were taken at the meeting. These were to re-activate Library 
Staff training:
Since the establishment of the universities until the late 1960s the probationary Assistant Librarians were provided with study leave abroad which entitled them to a living allowance and allowance to cover tuition and examination fees for a period of one year to obtain the post-graduate qualifications.
As the libraries were expanding, and the University of Peradeniya realizing the (ii) to promote systematic study and research into the field of information science generally and into problems of management of information centres peculiar to Sri Lanka and the Asian region.
(iii) to liasise and co-operate with institutes having similar objectives and functions with a view to developing professional education in this field." (Kalpage, 1987) The institute was expected to conduct full time as well as part-time courses for postgraduate degrees and diplomas, provide in-service training programmes, promote research and publications for professional advancement, and also evaluate and accredit courses in library and information sciences. However, this proposal never saw the light of the day due to the high capital cost 
Status of Automation of library operations:
The process began consequent to the decisions taken at the seminar on Library cater to the increasing number of students, lack of finances for equipment, furniture, books and periodicals, and electronic resources. For today's university librarian the march forward would be rough with several barriers to overcome in a challenging environment.
